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1 Background
What determines the long term recruitment needs in an organisation? Often enough, it seems
that HR departments are kept busy with the daily work of recruitment and administration of the
staff, thus lacking the time to engage in analysis of future needs. When a member of the staff
quits or retires, he/she is many times just replaced with the same type of competence profile.
When analyzing future competence needs, we tend to look at the number of expected
retirements and turnaround rate of personnel and make assumptions about the number of
needed recruitments in the coming years. In a time when development is both rapid and
complex, it calls for proactive measures.

1.1 Business intelligence and strategies on competence
A finding within the work on current state in WP3 is that employers in general find it difficult to
present future competence needs. There is of course a number of reasons but and one reason
could be that they simply don’t know. Business intelligence is often exclusive to a small part of
the organisation and seldom covers all aspects of possible impact. In maritime authorities,
business intelligence is often focusing on the development of tonnage and transport patterns
provided by statistical institutes. Regrettably, there is often a missing link between the analyses
and future competence demands. There are plenty of different factors to consider, but among
the most important we find the future context of the business. It’s important to keep track of
the development of main general trends in society as well as on business specific trends.

1.2 Kairos Future and the TAIDA method
How can we merge different competencies within our organisations in order to create new
knowledge about future competence needs and demands? Kairos Future is an international
research and consulting firm that helps companies understand and shape their future. They
have a holistic approach to future analyses, strategy and change and they have developed the
TAIDA method. It’s a framework for future driven strategy and business development.

www.kairosfuture.se
In order to explore if this could be a useful tool for our purpose, we engaged an expert from
Kairos to conduct a seminar and a workshop on scenario planning for the EfficienSea WP3
group. The event took place in Norrköping, Sweden in June 2011 and the group was enlarged
by staff from the Swedish Maritime Administration. Our case and focal question was:
A. What trends will have impact on the supply and demand of competence for the maritime
sector in the Baltic Sea Region in the year of 2020?
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2 T – as in Tracking
2.1 Back to Quattroport and the seminar on youth values in RP1
What is a trend? It could be a new product, product development but also a process, a new
attitude and a new behavior.
There
-

are five types of trends:
Mega trend (lasts 20-200 years and has great impact on society)
Societal trend (lasts 10-50 years and affects major parts of society)
Consumer/lifestyle trend (lasts 1-20 years and affects certain parts of society)
Industry trend (lasts 3 months-1 year and has little impact on the society)
Fads (lasts 1 month-1 year, has very little impact on society), it’s a microtrend.

Trend spotting is keeping track on the fads, because you never know how they will develop. If
they align with common values, it will last longer and have greater impact.
Megatrends:
Urbanization and the development of mega cities.
Digitalization.
Demographic development. By the year of 2055 the population on earth is predicted
to start to reduce.
www.efficiensea.org
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Structuralism. Towards a more normative society, more strict rules and regulations,
harder distinction between good and bad, ugly and beautiful, a more contrasted society
where opposites cannot co-exist like today, away from collectivism. Based on the value
system of people born in the 90’s.
New feminism. Entrepreneurship, better grades in school, more women in research and
as stronger consumers. But business networks remain male dominated.
Lack of talent. Transnational elite of talents will form and inhabit the world with no
regard to national borders or language barriers.
Piracy. Brands will be copied and consumers take for granted that certain things are
free, downloading is ok and you take what you can get.
Multitasking; the attention economy.

Societal trends
“Individualistic but sharing”; to be unique but in a group
Shopping hysteria; the number one leisure activity.
Culture; young people want to learn more about art, new culture concepts will evolve,
contemporary art is hot, huge interest in design and architecture.
Religion; more fundamentalisms, less secularization. Religion becomes a part of the
identity.
Esthetics; everything becomes more beautiful, more designed, even little things.
Entrepreneurship; there are more role models but still mostly among men. Social
entrepreneurship will grow as will the development of intelligent technical solutions that
provide smart services.
Consumer/lifestyle trends
Handicraft; what’s unique is the ultimate luxury and a true sign of talent.
Co-creation; everybody take part of the design process in new products, individual
design is possible.
Vintage and retro
The unique; short production series, exceptional service and experiences, designed for
the individual.
Authenticity; the real and the genuine, something that has history. Also that a
company actually is what they claim to be (communicate).
Life cache; you can document your whole life digitally.
Sustainable design

2.2 The A3.5 workshop
The purpose of the seminar and the workshop was to learn the method of TAIDA and to get a
feeling about its’ potential. In the learning process, we had a chance to test the tool and came
up with some results. It is not to be considered as complete due to the short time available, but
will be described in this report in order to give an insight of the content of discussions.
During the Norrköping workshop, participants worked in small groups when trying to identify
soma main trends with an impact on demand and supply of competence in the maritime sector.
When tracking trends, you need to brainstorm at first, then evaluate your work and decide
whether the trend is certain or uncertain.

www.efficiensea.org
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When spotting trends for scenario planning, it’s recommended to use an outside-in perspective
and to structure areas according to “EPISTEL”; economy and market, politics, institutions and
structures, social changes and life styles, technology and science, ecology and health,
legislation. Start with society in general and move inwards, looking at your business arena and
even within your organisation.
There are of course several ways of trend spotting. You will be surprised about “the wisdom of
crowds” when people from different parts come together. Other ways of doing this is media
scanning, internet research, expert panels and focus groups and interviews.
The group identified several certain trends during the session:
Impact on the supply of competence
Older population among employees
Job shopping between sector increases
Young people are more family oriented
More cheap labour

www.efficiensea.org
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3 A- as in Analysis
Once you have identified a trend, you will need to look deeper into what driving forces there are
behind and what consequences it has. One very illustrative way of doing this is to create a trend
tree; the trunk is the actual trend, the roots are the drivers and the branches are
consequences. Let’s look at a couple of examples the group worked with:

Growing fishing industry

Less cruising
passengers

Cleaner Baltic
Sea

Increased prices for
shipping services

Increased prices for
passengers

Increased leisure boat
tourism

More expensive goods

Environmental competencies
needed in shipping
New market opportunities

Increased environmental
demands on ships

Branding

Legal regulations

NGO demands
Customer preferences

www.efficiensea.org
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Unemployment
Bottleneck for
younger
generation Sea

Increased costs

Less attractive
for young people
Increased prices for
passengers

Production slow down
Less competitive industry

Innovation and development
slow down
Unhealthier work force

Older population
among employees

Stay longer at the same job

Healthier work force
Low labour mobility
High security

www.efficiensea.org
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Competition
Lower prices
Segmentation

Global labour market
New products
Sea

Ports and fairways
Bigger vessels

Monitoring

Market increase

Environmental actions
Increased
pollution

Welfare
Services

Increased accident risk
Jobs

Technical development
Legal changes

More research

Increased maritime
traffic

Education
International cooperation

Internationalisation

Open boarders

Improved logistics
High capacity

Increased global trade

Welfare

High cost efficiency

www.efficiensea.org
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Other
education at
schools
Increased cost
and competition

More safe handling
of cargo
Fewer people needed

People rely on technology
and will not sail ships
manually

Other skills will be
demanded

Increased
salary rate
More prestige
because the
sector is hi-tech

Unemployed will not be
attractive

Increased security on ships

Easier to attract
young people
Not so lonely
being away from
home

Technological
development

Companies that
don’t keep up
will die

Less pollution

Unskilled people will
be unemployed

Fast development

Save money

Less human factors
needed - cheaper

Technology is cheaper and
better

www.efficiensea.org
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The analysis of trends, their driving forces and their consequences give us ideas about the
development of different scenarios. A trend always has a direction. Is the development fast or
slow? Is it an uncertain trend that could take different directions? What would the consequences
be in either case? To help figure out the scenario, think about the actors. Who does what, with
whom, when, where and why? Include both reason and feeling. Imagined interviews could be
useful, too.

www.efficiensea.org
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It is important to look at interdependencies of trends. Part of the analysis is to determine if your
trend is a driver or a consequence. By conducting a cross impact analysis, patterns often occur:

Introducing three general trends in society:

www.efficiensea.org
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Identifying drivers and consequences:

A clear pattern emerges:

www.efficiensea.org
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4 I – as in Imaging
So far we have looked at the world and noticed what kind of changes are going on. But we have
done this without considering what we want and what we wish to achieve. All organisations and
companies have some kind of vision of what they want to accomplish. A vision has two main
components (Collins and Porras 1996); it creates meaning and gives identity, belief, guidance
and inspiration. At the same time it is a focused target that leads to commitment. A vision has
to be challenging. The EfficienSea WP3 vision was created in 2009: The maritime sector is a top
of mind career choice for young people.

5 D – as in Deciding
According to Kairos Deciding is the phase where you put everything together. This is where you
“determine what can be done to go in the right direction of the vision, taking advantage of the
opportunities and avoiding the threats of the future environment” (Mats Lindgren and Hans
Bandhold Scenario planning, 2009).
Once you have painted the picture of possible future context, you start creating your strategic
response. New strategies and present strategies can be evaluated to see how well they match
different scenarios.
There
-

are different types of strategies:
Resource based strategies, like guerrilla war (or marketing!)
Time based strategies, like speedy product development
Information based strategies, like knowledge of customer needs, target group interest
Competence based strategies, like a unique set of combined skills

When the groups in the workshop created their strategic responses, tasked to come up with five
responses to each trend, they presented the following:
Increase marketing and visibility
Create rotation system in and between companies and organisations
Make sure the organisation has the competence to adapt to international legislation
Provide education to future employees
Change focus from competence to skill
International networking conferences for knowledge sharing
Upgrade competence of current staff
Regard education to be a life time commitment
Adapt ports and fairways to bigger vessels
Offer trainee positions
Encourage hiring of people with experience from the private sector to government jobs
Modernise working manners
Create family rooms onboard
Incentive programs to encourage performers to stay
Shorter time onboard
High salaries in early years
Offer immaterial features at work
Develop international networks of experts
Track news and development on maritime environmental issues
Share knowledge between operators in the region
Competent leaders

www.efficiensea.org
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Strategies can be clustered and analysed the same way as trends; what are the
interdependencies and the drivers? In our case it turns out like this:

www.efficiensea.org
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6 Scenarios developed at the workshops
The certain trends form the background of your scenario. By introducing two uncertain trends in
a cross you get four different scenarios. Let’s take a look at how you work with the uncertain
trends:
If development is
slow, what are the
consequences?

Technological development

If development is
fast, what are the
consequences?

This network meeting lasted for three days. After the lecture, there was a workshop with the
international group of experts and the day after, another workshop took place but this time only
with SMA staff. The focal question remained the same. In both workshops, the group was
divided into two smaller groups who worked with a chosen scenario cross.
The EfficienSea team 1 chose to work with the size of national fleet vs. attractiveness of the
maritime sector. Team 2 chose maritime traffic restrictions vs. interest in maritime careers.
The SMA teams (not having seen the work of the eSea teams) decided to work with
attractiveness of the maritime sector vs. maritime traffic restrictions and development of
maritime traffic intensity vs. availability of maritime competence.

www.efficiensea.org
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eSea team 1

Big national fleet

LOVE BOAT

-

SHIP AT ANCHOR

Easy to recruit
You can choose – better
competencies and talent
More taxes to the state
Higher motivation
People will substitute to other
maritime organizations
Related industries will grow
Increased production
Increased pollution
Higher risk of accidents due to
intense traffic

-

Maritime sector is attractive

8 PERSONS ROWING
BOAT

-

Hard to recruit talent
Small potential group to recruit
for
Lower motivation
People from other countries take
jobs
Flag out of ships
Risen salary to attract people
Improve conditions
Use technology as substitution
for people
Enforce innovation

Maritime sector is not attractive

WRECK

Very easy to recruit
High motivation
More experience
Some will substitute to other
maritime organizations
People might seek other business
No space for the unexperienced,
new staff

-

-

Less tax for the state
Schools close
Already employed will feel left
alone in an unattractive sector
Low motivation
Talents move away
No innovation
Bad trends will be worsen
No pollution
Fewer accidents
Competence moves to other
business
Related industries and
governmental bodies will be
affected
Inland traffic problems
Infrastructure problems

Small national fleet
www.efficiensea.org
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eSea team 2
High interest in the maritime sector

THE JUNGLE
-

-

THE MEADOW

Maritime transportation is strong
compared to rail and road
The maritime sector has great
political attention
We are making money, it’s a
prosperous sector
Big need for pilotage and
monitoring ashore
Emphasis change from sailing
skills to supervising and control,
service providing and risk
management
Society values are market
driven; 100% consumism
High salaries
More accidents and incidents
Lack of competence becomes
very hazardous
Many actors, many employers
Lots of opportunities

Maritime traffic in the Baltic is unrestricted
flow

THE SWAMP

-

-

-

In society, environmental
concern prevails over market and
economy
Safety and welfare benefits
attract
Skilled staff is easily recruited
Few accidents
Political attention and
understanding
We are saving money (not paying
for clean up after accidents)
Emphasis on nautical skills and
supervising and control, but less
service providing

Maritime traffic in the Baltic is restricted

THE DESERT

High risk for accidents and
incidents
Environmental aspects are put
aside
Low risk control
Lack of skilled people onboard
and ashore
More cheap labour
Politicians not so interested
Few actors, rich mega companies

-

Huge environmental disaster in
the Baltic Sea
Politicians go green over night
No fishing industry
Maritime traffic is the bad guy
and jobs have low status
More transportation on rail and
road
Financial struggle for ports and
service providers
Maritime sector is decreasing,
less jobs in general
Political attention is focusing on
restrictions

Low interest in the maritime sector
www.efficiensea.org
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SMA team 1
Fast technical development

THE SPACE TRIP

-

THE VIRTUAL TRIP

Easy to recruit
High political and media attention
Environmental advantages due to
technological progress
Positive challenges
New competencies emerge
Emphasis on supervision and
control
Decrease of accidents
Salaries decrease but other
benefits are introduced
Maritime employers spend time
and money to become attractive
Healthy turnover of personnel

-

Maritime sector is attractive

THE CHARTER TRIP

-

Business opportunities are
challenged by lack of competence
Automation level is high
New technology change
professions and positions
Emphasis on supervision and
control
Demands for new competence,
competition with industry
Higher salary costs
Increase of human factor related
accidents
High turnover of personnel
Health problems with staff, burn
outs
Companies move from Sweden
Increased vulnerability

Maritime sector is not attractive

THE TRAIN TRIP

SMA is a modern employer
Competence demand is
traditional
We are not competing with the
industry
Emphasis on operation, less
supervision
Other benefits than salary
People tend to stay long time
Competence grows old
We have the time to perform
consequence analysis and follow
ups

-

Lack of business opportunities
Jobs don’t change
Talents move away or are not
attracted in the first place
Stagnation of salary level
Low competence development
SMA is not a modern employer
Increase of accidents
Emphasis on operations, less
supervision

Slow technical development
www.efficiensea.org
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SMA team 2

7

Maritime competence available

THE PROPELLER
PLANE

THE JUMBO JET
-

-

Increased interest in off shore
Environmental improvements due
to less traggic
Low income
Decreased level of salary
More time for development

Decreased maritime traffic

THE SAILING PLANE

-

Low income
Environmental improvements due
to less traffic
Decreased number of personnel
Risk of losing competence
Low mobility
Risk of transportation modal
change
Family life is attractive

-

Good business opportunities; we
are making money
High turnover of personnel
High use of capacity
Little time for development and
innovation
Increased security risk
Environmental threats

Increased maritime traffic

THE TURBO PROP

-

Recruitment problems
Increased salary level
Low competence
Need for improved efficiency
Increased security risks
Environmental threats
Family life is attractive

Maritime competence scarse
www.efficiensea.org
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6 A – as in Action
Participants at the seminar have attended the lecture on the TAIDA method and been given an
opportunity to try out the tool. Each participant has also received a book on scenario planning,
written by the consultant from Kairos Future.
Evaluating the days in the end, we all agreed that we should have done this in the starting
phase of the project. It was considered that TAIDA is a useful tool and some organisations will
give it a try at home. “It makes people think”.
At SMA, the group decided to meet again during the summer and keep working on the trends,
strategies and scenarios. After the summer holidays, the result will be presented to the HR
manager and the head of the department for public affairs. Our general recommendation is to
create a network of people who will do trend spotting in various areas, to improve business
intelligence and enhance responsiveness to changes.
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